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It gives me great pride to state that we are standing at a glorious point where Dubai Trade services become an 
indispensable tool to the trade community.
 
As we move forward with an unbeatable determination, we aspire to take Dubai to where it is meant to be: The 
world’s number one destination for doing business and the global hub for trade and logistics.

Dubai Trade has successfully managed to transform trade and logistics procedures in Dubai towards the usage of 
online services.  This has positively impacted our customers’ bottom line, saved their valuable time, exempted them 
from physically visiting the counters and standing in queues and relieved them from dealing with papers.  This could 
not have been successful without the loyalty of our valued customers and the determination and dedication of our 
team, who spared no effort to support them day and night.

In Dubai, business never sleeps, and neither does the team at Dubai Trade. Our Customer Service team efficiently 
attended to all customer support requirements through our state of the art Contact Centre which operates 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. We have also provided free training to more than 15,500 professionals and graduated 950 
others from our innovative vocational training programme Certified Trade & Logistics Professional (CTLP).

We are excited with what we’ve delivered so far and thrilled about our innovations. We’re particularly thrilled by 
our innovative payment management solution, Rosoom Wallet, enabling our customers to create a separate payment 
profile for each of their staffs and control different levels of authorities.
On a parallel track, Freight Forwarders and Exporters will soon be able to have a comprehensive look at the vessel 
schedules of the leading shipping lines in one consolidated interface through our new project Vessel Schedules & 
Cargo Booking, which will also provide them with the facility to select the required voyage and book cargo online.  
“Tradesheild” is a newly introduced robust innovation service on Dubai Trade Portal that enables customers to 
request, compare quotes, and purchase insurance policy online from multiple insurance providers. This service is a 
step forward for Dubai Trade Portal in its vision to become the one stop shop and the single window for trade 
facilitation.

It is our promise to all of our esteemed customers to continue in our dedication to make your business easier, faster, 
and cost effective, through service excellence and application of technology, in a restless endeavour to make our 
e-services “yournewhabit”.

You are our most valuable asset and we will spare no effort to make your business prosper and flourish. Your success 
is our success.

Sincerely,
Eng. Mahmood Al Bastaki
CEO, Dubai Trade 

It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to be the Chairman of an entity playing a major role in developing the 
UAE economy. As a steward of a company that helps create such positive and exciting experiences for the trading 
community,  I am also eager to work with an energetic, forward-looking workforce that is dedicated to serving the 
company's customers at the highest level.

Dubai has already been ranked number one in the region in the Trading Across Borders category of the World Bank’s 
Doing Business Report for seven consequent years and number eight worldwide for 2015, and we will continue to 
strive for excellence in everything we do until we achieve our optimum goal to be number one worldwide -  a goal 
that’s been clearly mandated by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the UAE Vice President, 
Prime Minister, and Ruler of Dubai.

Our unbeatable confidence in ourselves and in the strength of Dubai’s economy is based on the actual growth we 
have been experiencing over the past few years. In 2014, Dubai Trade Portal witnessed 20% growth in the number of 
companies adopting online services in the trade and logistics sector.  They have conducted over 18 million online 
transactions, saving millions of dirhams and an enormous amount of time and effort, in contrast to the legacy 
methods of doing business by physically going to service counters and waiting in queues.

The successful launch of our new services and products since 2006 gave us the opportunity to accelerate our growth 
at a much faster pace. We are intensely focused on our innovative abilities; the lifeblood of a company like Dubai 
Trade is the quality of our services and products and our ability to drive a steady flow of new initiatives.

Our future is emerging at a rapid pace and we anticipate continuing the phenomenal growth on multiple fronts.

Thank you for your loyalty and continued support. 

Sincerely,
Jamal Majid Bin Thaniah,
Chairman, Dubai Trade

Our future is emerging at a rapid pace and 
we anticipate continuing the phenomenal 
growth on multiple fronts

MESSAGE FROM THE CEOMESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

With an unbeatable determination, we 
aspire to take Dubai to where it is meant 
to be: The world’s number one 
destination for doing business and the 
global hub for trade and logistics
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Dubai Trade is the premier trade facilitation entity that offers integrated 
electronic services from various trade and logistics service providers in 
Dubai under a single window. It underlines Dubai’s position as the ideal 
base for trading across borders with its unique geographical location, 
excellent infrastructure and seamless processes across the private 
sector and government agencies. 

Dubai Trade integrates the major stakeholders in the trade and logistics 
operations including DP World, the world’s 3rd largest ports operator, 
has a portfolio of more than 65 marine terminals across 6 continents ; 
Dubai Customs, the region’s leading Customs administration and 
Dubai’s first government department that has embraced IT automation 
in a full-fledged manner; and Economic Zones World, the global 
operator of economic zones and activity-specific business and industrial 
zones including Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza), one of the major 
contributors to the overall growth of Dubai.

Dubai Trade Portal is a single window for the online services of its 
stakeholders and provides a streamlined flow of services designed 
around customer needs and targeted at customer satisfaction. It 
renders more than 740 online services available 24/7 and provides key 
information on trade processes, procedures and access to e-tutorials, 
training manuals and reference documents.

The Portal services are on a continuous growth curve and currently 
include services for Traders, Shipping Lines and Agents, Clearing and 
Forwarding Agents, Hauliers, and Free Zone Licensees. These services 
include Cargo Handling and Marine services, Cargo Booking & 
Clearance services, Transportation, Free Zone Administration services 
and Insurance services.

Dubai Trade offers service and business excellence with its customer 
centric strategy at the core of its operations, a value that you will feel in 
each and every service you access in the Portal. With the growth pace 
of Dubai as a driver, Dubai Trade will always be on a fast-moving path 
towards achieving its stated vision. 

Our Vision:
“Transform the end-to-end trade supply chain and establish Dubai as 
the leading trading & logistics hub of the world.”
 
Our Mission:
“To make trade easier, faster and cost-effective for all stakeholders 
through continued improvement of processes and application of 
technology.”

ABOUT DUBAI TRADE
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Dubai Trade e-Service is born through comprehensive research and 
expert business analysis which formalises the business and technical 
requirements. The initiative is then transformed into a 
professionally-managed project which counts on Dubai Trade’s IT gurus 
to give it life and shape, thus ending the Creation phase.

Creative marketing campaigns are then initiated to spread Awareness 
about the new born and let the world know about it, involving all 
possible marketing and communications channels and giving our 
potential customers enough lead time to be prepared for, and sometimes 
thrilled about the new comer.

Thrilled customers are not left alone, Dubai Trade takes them hand in 
hand to learn all about the new service and get in direct touch with its 
beats through hands-on training which is provided free of charge as an 
Enablement gesture provided to all customers.

Having spread the required Awareness and completed the customer 
Enablement, the new born is then taken out to leading potential 
customers through proactive customer outreach campaigns to 
guarantee proper Adoption of the new service and get early feedback on 
any probable burdens or potential areas of enhancement.

The service is then supported throughout its lifetime with Dubai Trade’s 
professional support team which operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
through our state of the art Contact Centre which offers uninterruptible 
support in multiple languages through multiple channels with one 
objective in mind: maintaining customer Loyalty and achieving customer 
satisfaction.

CREATION

AWARENESS
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LOYALTY

EMPOWERING CUSTOMERS
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

OUTSIDE THE PORTAL
INSIDE THE PORTAL

Cargo Handling & Marine
- Berth Booking
- Manifest services
- Load List/Discharge List Submission
- Delivery Orders
- Container Release/Acceptance

Cargo Booking & Clearance 
- Customs Declaration
- Container Tracking
- Customs & Ports Payment
- Air/Sea Schedules
- Cargo Booking
- Freight Enquiry

Transportation
- Time slot booking for Terminal Gates
  Entry (E-Token)
- Cargo Gate Pass
- Truck Registration & Renewal with
  DP World

Free Zone Administration 
- Visa Permits
- Lease Renewal
- Employment & Access Cards
- Letter Requests

Rosoom Gateway
- Highly advanced and secured 
  e-payment gateway 
- Supports Credit/Debit Cards, Direct
  Debit & Prepaid methods 

Tradeshield
- Insurance coverage for marine cargo
- Single Shipment or Annual Open Cover
- Request, compare, pay and receive policy     

online       

- Quarterly electronic newsletter
  reporting progress on e-services, 
  initiatives, Dubai Trade news, projects
  and achievements.

Certification
- Certified Trade & Logistics 
  Professional (CTLP) certification
- Vocational training programme 
  covering  the end to end process of 
  import and export. 

               
Contact Centre
- 24/7 customer support in multiple 
  languages.
- Channels include  Voice, Email, Fax and
   web enquiries

Training
- High quality training provided on portal
  e-services through classroom workshops, 
  e-tutorials & printed material.

Rosoom Wallet
- Prepaid account to pay online.
- Top ups from major banks. 
- Real time management of funds.



FACILITATING TRADE
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PROCESSES

SERVICES NOT ON DUBAI TRADESERVICES ON DUBAI TRADE

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT/ACTIVITY DOCUMENTS

PARTICIPANTS

SHIPPING AGENTBANKIMPORTER EXPORTER

HAULIER DP WORLD DUBAI CUSTOMS

AS PER CUSTOMS DECISION

SEA IMPORT PROCESS
FULL CONTAINER LOAD (FCL)

ENDEND

INSPECTION
REQUIRED?

RECEIVE FULL CONTAINER FROM DP  WORLD

NOMINATE HAULIER

GENERATE E-TOKEN (FULL CONTAINER OUT)

ARRANGE  HAULIER

PAY DP  WORLD CHARGES

APPROVE & ISSUE IMPORT DECLARATION (BILL OF ENTRY)

SUBMIT IMPORT DECLARATION & PAY CUSTOMS CHARGES/DUTIES

ISSUE DELIVERY ORDER (DO)

RECEIVE PRO FORMA INVOICE FROM EXPORTER

PAY LC OPENING CHARGES TO BANK

ADVISE LC OPENING TO EXPORTER’S BANK

PAY EXPORTER’S BANK & RECEIVE DOCUMENTS

SURRENDER BILL OF LADING (BOL) & PAY CHARGES

PAY BANK & RECEIVE DOCUMENTS

DISCHARGE CONTAINER FROM  VESSEL

PASS?

RECEIVE CONTAINER

BILL OF
LADING
(BOL)

CERTIFICATE
OF ORIGIN
(COO)

IMPORT
DECLARATION

COMMERCIAL
INVOICE 
(CI)

PACKING
LIST 
(PL)

START

NO

TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO IMPORTER’S WAREHOUSEYES

NO

INSPECT CONTAINER YES

END

SEA EXPORT PROCESS
FULL CONTAINER LOAD (FCL)
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ISSUE BILL OF LADING (BOL) TO EXPORTER

LOAD CONTAINER ONTO  VESSEL

PAY BILL OF LADING (BOL) CHARGES TO SHIPPING AGENT

DELIVER EXPORT FULL CONTAINER TO EXPORT YARD

GENERATE E-TOKEN (EXPORT IN)

PAY DP  WORLD CHARGES

APPROVE & ISSUE EXPORT DECLARATION

SUBMIT EXPORT DECLARATION & PAY CUSTOMS CHARGES

RECEIVE PAYMENT FROM BANK

VERIFY & SEND DOCUMENTS TO IMPORTER’S BANK

STUFF GOODS INTO CONTAINER

COLLECT EMPTY CONTAINER FROM DP  WORLD & DELIVER TO EXPORTER

GENERATE E-TOKEN (EMPTY OUT)

NOMINATE HAULIER

PACK GOODS AND ARRANGE  HAULIER

ISSUE SHIPMENT BOOKING CONFIRMATION

REQUEST EMPTY CONTAINER RELEASE & EXPORT ACCEPTANCE FROM DP WORLD

REQUEST SHIPMENT BOOKING

PAY LC ADVISING FEE TO EXPORTER’S BANK

RECEIVE LC OPENING ADVICE FROM IMPORTER’S BANK

SEND PRO FORMA INVOICE TO IMPORTER

GENERATE COMMERCIAL INVOICE I PACKING LIST (OPTIONAL)

SUBMIT DOCUMENTS TO BANK
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ACCOLADES
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The E- Services Excellence Award (ESEA) is an annual 
appreciation ceremony dedicated to acknowledge the 
outstanding users of the e-services on Dubai Trade Portal. With 
a unique theme every year, the ESEA aims to encourage the 
conversion to e-services, and award the highest adopters of 
online methods. 

The ESEA was launched back in 2008 and has granted the
patronage of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum - 
UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai since
2010. The following years the event was held under the
patronage of H.H. Sheikh Maktoum Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum - Deputy Ruler of Dubai.

The E-Services Excellence Award has become a highly 
prestigious award in the business sector and one of a kind in 
the Middle East, continuing to echo innovative and iconic 
themes every year.

The Best Training Initiative Award 2011: Organised by the Chartered 
Institute of Logistics and Transportation (CILT), Dubai Trade was the first to be 
awarded the “Best Training Initiative of The Year” for its distinctive Certified 
Trade and Logistics Professional (CTLP) programme. CTLP is the region’s first 
comprehensive vocational training programme that covers the end to end 
process of import and export in the UAE and the region.

Supply Chain & Transport Awards 2014: Organised by magazine 
publisher ITP Business, the annual Supply Chain and Transport Awards (SCATA) 
has established itself as the ultimate celebration of the Middle East logistics 
industry’s achievements. Dubai Trade was proudly presented with the “Training 
& Education Provider of The Year” Award for the second consecutive year.

UAE Excellence Awards 2013: The UAE Excellence Awards aims to 
reward creators and developers for their innovative and creative skills in the 
e-Sector. The main objective of this ceremony is to raise the standards of 
websites and social Media in the Arab countries; in order to meet international 
standards. Dubai Trade received the Strategic Award in the “Services” category, 
competing with over 400 websites operating on the (.ae) domain.

Trade & Export’s Excellence Award 2013: Organized by the Trade & 
Export magazine, with the motto of “Strive, Achieve and Inspire” the Trade & 
Export Excellence Award is set to recognise and honour those who work 
towards making trade simpler and faster. Dubai Trade was awarded the Editor’s 
Choice Award for promoting trade.

CIO 50 Awards & Forum 2011: Organised by CPI, CIO 50 celebrates the 
top 50 organisations that are using information technology in innovative ways 
to deliver business value, whether by creating competitive advantage, optimising 
business processes, enabling growth or improving relationships with customers. 
Dubai Trade was awarded for the revolutionary automation of trade and 
logistics business processes in Dubai, and for the innovation of electronic 
services provided on its portal.


